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Name:  DOB:   Date:    Title 19: 


11/21/16 Form# 178 


Optimae Behavioral Health 


Customer Intake Form 


Please answer the questions that you feel comfortable sharing.  You do not have to answer all questions, as 
there may be some that you wish to address privately with your therapist.  


Presenting Concerns 


1. Please briefly describe why you are coming in today.


2. Please briefly share what you want to gain from therapy services.


Treatment History 


1. Have you ever received counseling services in the past? Yes No 
Please list previous treatment provider(s), location(s), and approximates dates of counseling below: 
If yes, how would you rate your response to counseling services?  


          Excellent          Good          Fair          Poor 


2. Have you ever received substance abuse treatment?                       Yes  No
Please include any history of gambling and gaming even if no treatment provided.
Please list provider, location, and duration of treatment below:
If yes, how would you rate your response to substance abuse treatment?               


3. Have you ever received services through a psychiatrist?                  Yes  No
Please list previous psychiatrist(s), location(s), and approximate dates of psychiatric services below:
If yes, how would you rate your response to psychiatric treatment?   


4. Have you ever received treatment in an inpatient setting?                         Yes  No
Please list hospital(s), location(s), and approximate date of hospitalization(s) below:
If yes, how would you rate your response to inpatient treatment?   


5. Describe your response to psychiatric medication(s).     


6. Do you have a primary care physician? Yes No 
Name of PCP:


7. Are you being treated for any medical conditions? Yes No 
Please list current medical conditions:


 Excellent          Good          Fair          Poor 


          Excellent          Good          Fair          Poor 


          Excellent          Good          Fair          Poor 


          Excellent          Good          Fair          Poor          N/A







Name:  DOB:   Date:    Title 19: 


11/21/16 Form# 178 


8. Do you receive any other type of alternative, holistic, or natural care? Yes No 


9. Please note how much caffeine you consume daily  ______________


10. Please note how many cigarettes you smoke daily ______________


Demographic/Background Information: 


1. Please provide your marital status   Single        Married   Divorced  Separated  Widowed 


K-6
2. What is the highest level of education you have completed?


7-12  GED  some college  AA  Degree  BA Degree   MA Degree  Doctorate Degree


3. Are you currently employed? Yes No 


4. Are you currently receiving social security benefits? Yes No 


5. Do you have a Care Coordinator/Case Manager/Worker Yes  No 


If yes, please note the services you are receiving:


6. Do you have a representative payee? Yes No 


7. Do you have specific cultural, religious, of Church affiliations? Yes No 
Please List:


8. Do you have a court appointed guardian? Yes No 
Name of Guardian:


9. Are you on Probation? Yes No 
PO Name:


10. Do you have an Attorney, Legal Advocate, or Judicial Referee Yes No 
Attorney Name:
Legal Advocate:
Judicial Referee:
Past Legal History:


11. Do you have a county commitment? Yes No 


_____________________________________________ 


Client Signature and Date 





		Please note how much caffeine you consume daily: 

		10 Please note how many cigarettes you smoke daily: 

		PC1: 

		PC2: 

		Past Treatment: Off

		Substance Abuse: Off

		Counseling Service: Off

		Substance Abuse Text: 

		Psychiatric Text: 

		Inpatient Text: 
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		PCP: 

		Past Treat Text: 

		Medical Conditions: 

		Psych: Off

		Inpat: Off
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		SA: Off

		psych treat: Off

		inpat treat: Off

		psych med: Off
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		Date: 

		Title XIX: 

		alter: Off

		Employed: Off

		SS: Off

		CM: Off

		Payee: Off

		Culture: Off

		Guardian: Off
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		Legal: Off

		CC: Off

		Married: Off
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		PO Name: 
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		Referee: 
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		Legal History: 








Customer Name: Insurance ID: DOB: 
 


Revised 9/23/16 Form #179a 
 


Stress Symptom Checklist 
 


Check each item that describes a symptom you have experienced to any significant degree during the 


last month; then total the number of items checked. 
 


 Physical Symptoms 


 


□ Headaches (migraine or tension) 


□ Backaches 


□ Tight muscles 
□ Neck and shoulder pain 
□ Jaw tension 
□ Muscle cramps, spasms 
□ Nervous stomach 


□ Other pain 


□ Nausea 


□ Insomnia (sleeping poorly) 
□ Fatigue, lack of energy 
□ Cold hands/feet 
□ Tightness or pressure in head 
□ High blood pressure 
□ Diarrhea 
□ Skin condition 
□ Allergies 
□ Teeth grinding 
□ Digestive upsets (cramping, bloating) 


□ Stomach pain, ulcer 


□ Constipation 
□ Hypoglycemia 


□ Appetite change 


□ Colds 


□ Profuse perspiration 
□ Heart beats rapidly or pounds,  


even at rest 


□ Use of alcohol, cigarettes, or 
recreational drugs when nervous 


Psychological Symptoms 
 
 


□ Anxiety 
□ Depression 
□ Confusion or spaciness 


□ Irrational fears 


□ Compulsive behaviors 


□ Forgetfulness 


□ Feeling overloaded or overwhelmed 


□ Hyperactivity – feeling like you can’t 


slow down 


□ Mood swings 
□ Loneliness 
□ Problems with relationships 


□ Dissatisfied/unhappy with work  


□ Difficulty concentrating  


□ Frequent irritability 


□ Restlessness 
□ Frequent boredom 
□ Frequent worrying or obsessing 
□ Frequent guilt 


□ Temper flare-ups 


□ Crying spells 


□ Nightmares  


□ Apathy 


□ Sexual problems 
□ Weight change 
□ Overeating 


 


 
Number of Items Checked 


0 – 7 


8 – 14 


15-21 


22+ 


Stress Level 


Low 


Moderate 


High 


Very High 





		Headaches: Off

		Backaches: Off

		Tight Muscles: Off

		Neck and Shoulder Pain: Off
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NAME: _________________ 
Date: ____/ ____/ _______ 
 


 


 


Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been 
bothered by any of the following problems? Not at all 


Several 
days 


More 
than half 
the days 


Nearly 
every day 


1. Little interest or pleasure in doing things 0 1 2 3 


2. Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless 0 1 2 3 


3. Trouble falling or staying asleep or sleeping too much 0 1 2 3 


4. Feeling tired or having little energy 0 1 2 3 


5. Poor appetite or overeating 0 1 2 3 


6. Feeling bad about yourself — or that you are a failure 
or have let yourself or your family down 


0 1 2 3 


7. Trouble concentrating on things, such as reading the 
newspaper or watching television 


0 1 2 3 


8. Moving or speaking so slowly that other people could 
have noticed? Or the opposite – being so fidgety or 
restless that you have been moving a lot more than 
usual 


0 1 2 3 


9. Thoughts that you would be better off dead, or 
thoughts of hurting yourself in some way 


0 1 2 3 


Add Columns        +        + 


 Total  


If you checked any of the above problems, how difficult 
have these problems made it for you to do your work, take 
care of things at home, or get along with other people? 


Not at all Somewhat 
difficult 


Very 
difficult 


Extremely 
difficult 


0 1 2 3 


 


 


 


 


For Office Use Only 


Dx? Bipolar MDD Neither 


PHQ-9 Score:  <10 10+ 


Tobacco Use?  Yes No 


Referred to QuitLine? Yes No 


 





		NAME: 

		 Total: 0

		Not at all 3: Off

		Several days 3: Off

		More than half 3: Off

		Nearly every 3: Off

		Not at all 4: Off

		Several days 4: Off

		More than half 4: Off

		Nearly every 4: Off

		Not at all 1: Off
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		Not at all 7: Off
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		Nearly every 7: Off

		Not at all Count: 0

		Several days Count: 0

		Nearly every Count: 0

		More than half Count: 0

		Not at all 9: Off

		Several days 9: Off

		More than half 9: Off

		Nearly every 9: Off

		Not at all 10: Off

		Several days 10: Off

		More than half 10: Off

		Nearly every 10: Off

		Month: 

		Day: 

		Year: 

		Dx: Off

		PHQ-9: Off

		Tobacco Use: Off

		QuitLine: Off
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NAME: _________________ 
Date: ____/ ____/ _______ 
 


 


 


Please indicate “yes” or “no” in response to the following questions. When 
thinking about drug use, include illegal drug use and the use of prescription 
drugs other than as prescribed. 


Yes No 


1. Have you ever felt you ought to cut down on your drinking or drug use?   


2. Have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking or drug use?   


3. Have you felt bad or guilty about your drinking or drug use?   


4. Have you ever had a drink or used drugs first thing in the morning to steady your 
nerves or to get rid of a hangover? 


  


Total Number of “Yes” Responses:  


 





		NAME: 

		Total Number of Yes Responses: 0

		Month: 

		Day: 

		Year: 

		Question 1 Yes: Off

		Question 1 No: Off

		Question 2 Yes: Off

		Question 2 No: Off

		Question 3 Yes: Off

		Question 3 No: Off

		Question 4 Yes: Off

		Question 4 No: Off
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NAME: _________________ 
Date: ____/ ____/ _______ 
 


 


 


Please mark “Yes” by putting a mark in the column to the right if you experience any 
of the situations below during the first 18 years of your life.  Yes 


1. Did a parent or other adult in the household often . . . 
Swear at you, insult you, put you down, or humiliate you? 


OR 
Act in a way that made you afraid that you might be physically hurt? 


 


2. Did a parent or other adult in the household often … 
Push, grab, slap, or throw something at you? 


OR 
Ever hit you so hard that you had marks or were injured? 


 


3. Did an adult or person at least 5 years older than you ever… 
Touch or fondle you or have you touch their body in a sexual way? 


OR 
Try to or actually have oral, anal, or vaginal sex with you? 


 


4. Did you often feel that … 
No one in your family loved you or thought you were important or special? 


OR 
Your family didn’t look out for each other, feel close to each other, or support each other? 


 


5. Did you often feel that … 
You didn’t have enough to eat, had to wear dirty clothes, and had no one to protect you? 


OR 
Your parents were too drunk or high to take care of you or take you to the doctor if you needed 
it? 


 


6. Were your parents ever separated or divorced?  


7. Was your mother or stepmother: 
Often pushed, grabbed, slapped, or had something thrown at her? 


OR 
Sometimes or often kicked, bitten, hit with a fist, or hit with something hard? 


OR 
Ever repeatedly hit over at least a few minutes or threatened with a gun or knife? 


 


8. Did you live with anyone who was a problem drinker or alcoholic or who used street drugs?  


9. Was a household member depressed or mentally ill or did a household member attempt suicide?  


10. Did a household member go to prison?  


Now add up your “Yes” answers: _______ This is your ACE Score. 


 





		NAME: 

		Now add up your Yes answers: 0

		Month: 

		Day: 

		Year: 

		Yes 3: Off

		Yes 4: Off
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NAME: _________________ 
Date: ____/ ____/ _______ 
 


 


 


Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been 
bothered by any of the following problems? Not at all 


Several 
days 


More 
than half 
the days 


Nearly 
every day 


1. Feeling nervous, anxious, or on edge 0 1 2 3 


2. Not being able to stop or control worrying 0 1 2 3 


3. Worrying too much about different things 0 1 2 3 


4. Trouble relaxing 0 1 2 3 


5. Being so restless that it's hard to sit still 0 1 2 3 


6. Becoming easily annoyed or irritable 0 1 2 3 


7. Feeling afraid as if something awful might happen 0 1 2 3 


Add Columns        +        + 


 Total  


If you checked any of the above problems, how difficult 
have these problems made it for you to do your work, take 
care of things at home, or get along with other people? 


Not at all Somewhat 
difficult 


Very 
difficult 


Extremely 
difficult 


0 1 2 3 
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